THE JULIE APARTMENTS

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US FOR AN OPEN HOUSE TO CELEBRATE THE COMPLETION OF OUR FINAL PHASE OF RENOVATION

The award winning Julie Apartments was funded from the 1995 voter-approved Seattle Housing Levy. "The 47 units preserved at the Julie Apartments are a wonderful example of what the Housing Levy has done," said City Councilman Richard McIver. "As the current Housing Levy is expiring, I will be working with other Councilmembers to support a renewal of the Housing Levy this fall." The building was owned by a private owner before LIHI purchased it in 1998--the Julie Apartments would otherwise have been lost as low-income housing. Recently, the Puget Sound Regional Council presented LIHI with a VISION 2020 Award for the Julie Apartments and Urban Rest Stop--for increasing the supply of affordable housing and for innovative investment in the development of livable communities. The Seattle Human Services Coalition also awarded the Urban Rest Stop its Most Innovative Program Award.
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Welcome to the Julie Open House!

Please help yourself to coffee and pastries in the Julie Apartments lobby.

Apartments number 202 and 509 are open for you to tour. You are also welcome to take a shower at the Rest Stop!

Studio units at the Julie rent for $336 or $536 per month, depending on the income level of the tenant.

Join us at the Urban Rest Stop at 10:30AM for a brief program.
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Thanks to the sponsors of this event!

Tonkin/Hoyne/Lokan & ESIC